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Embedded Software Development with eCosPrentice Hall, 2002

	In 1997. there were over 100 commercially supported embedded operating systems, none of which had more than a minority share of the overall embedded OS market, not to mention countless thousands of others developed for specific projects (cell phones, radar arrays, networking equipment, etc.) that had no application developer base beyond that...
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TeamCity 7 Continous IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Nowadays, Agile application development is usually done at a fast pace when many developers are working on the same piece of code. Every so often, this becomes a real challenge if there's no permanent control over consistency of the project source. It is often impossible to force lazy and/or busy programmers to execute tests before and...
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Switching to Angular 2Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get up to date with the latest changes to Angular 2, including the improvements to directives, change detection, dependency injection, router, and more
	
		Understand Angular 2's new component-based architecture
	
		Start using TypeScript to supercharge your Angular 2...
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High Performance SQL Server: The Go Faster BookApress, 2016

	Design and configure SQL Server instances and databases in support of high-throughput applications that are mission-critical and provide consistent response times in the face of variations in user numbers and query volumes. Learn to configure SQL Server and design your databases to support a given instance and workload. You'll learn...
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The Alignment Effect: How to Get Real Business Value Out of TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2002
The Alignment Effect offers managers a systematic blueprint for demanding real accountability and bottom-line business results from their IT investments. Using actual case studies, Faisal Hoque introduces Business Technology Management, a comprehensive approach to aligning technology with business objectives,...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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Beginning Flash Game Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
You can start game programming in a flash      

Here's how to create five different cool games — no experience necessary!      

Ever think you could come up with a better computer game? Then this book is for you! No boring programming theory here, just the stuff you need to know to actually make something happen, and all in...
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Materials for Engineers and Technicians, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2006
Syllabuses have changed since the earlier editions of this book and have thus necessitated a change in emphasis towards providing the readers with the necessary background knowledge and understanding of the properties and processing of materials in order that he/she can make an intelligent selection of materials for specific uses and realise why...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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Curious Folks Ask: 162 Real Answers on Amazing Inventions, Fascinating Products, and Medical MysteriesFT Press, 2010

	“Dr. Seethaler has written an excellent book for any interested student of science. She answers great questions about the world around us in this fascinating book. As a high school science teacher, I encounter many of these from my own students. I would highly recommend this book for anyone who has pondered...
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Air Transport and the EnvironmentAshgate, 2010

	"Air Transport and the Environment" provides an overview of the main issues relating to aviation environmental impacts. It explains the challenge facing policymakers in terms of sustainable development, focusing on the importance of balancing the industry's economic, social and environmental costs and benefits, both for people...
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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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